The Boston College Workforce Roundtable supports many of the world’s most progressive employers by facilitating a learning and networking community focused on enhancing the employee experience. The Roundtable provides corporate partners access to contemporary research and thought leadership to advance evidence-based, innovative workforce management practices.

**Workforce Roundtable Members**

Abbvie
Allstate Insurance Company
American Express
Boston College
Bristol-Myers Squibb*
Capital One
Chevron Corporation*
Chubb Insurance
Commonwealth of MA
Deere & Company*
Deloitte LLP
Dot Foods
Eli Lilly and Company*
Ernst & Young
F. Hoffmann-LaRoche AG*
FM Global*
Genentech*
Goldman Sachs
Harvard University
Herman Miller, Inc
IBM*
John Hancock
Johns Hopkins University
Johnson & Johnson*
KPMG LLP
LinkedIn
Loomis Sayles
Marriott International
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MetLife
National Security Agency
Northern Trust Corporation
Northrop Grumman Corporation*
Northwestern University
Novartis AG*
PIMCO
Prudential*
PwC*
Ralph Lauren
Raytheon Company
RSM
S&P Global
Sandia National Laboratories
Sanofi
Sodexo
Stanford University
State Street Corporation*
TD Bank
Travelers
University of Kentucky
Yale University

*denotes Premier member

**Annual Roundtable Pricing:**
- Core: $14,000/organization
- Premier: $26,500/organization

**Core Roundtable** members enjoy many benefits, including:
- Highly valued in-person meetings* that bring together corporate members and academic thought leaders
- CWF staff as an extension of members’ teams
- Customized data gathering, benchmarking, and research to meet members’ specific needs
- Opportunities to support and contribute to high-visibility CWF publications and Executive Briefings
- Access to members-only website, continuously updated to reflect new research and trends

**Premier Roundtable** members receive additional services, such as:
- Invitation to serve on the CWF Advisory Board
- Option to become a preferred research site
- Access to global forums & specialized programming
- Customized services based on the individual organization’s needs, including:
  - Custom research
  - On-site corporate consulting and training services
  - Education modules for managers and employees (on-site or virtual)

*Two attendees per Roundtable meeting (Spring and Fall) are included in the annual Core Roundtable membership dues. Additional representatives may attend meetings, space permitting, for a registration fee of $1,500.

www.bc.edu/cwf
Contact Jennifer Fraone at sabatinj@bc.edu or (617) 552-2862 for additional information.